67% OF COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE SOME FAMILIARITY WITH MISUSE AND MOST CONSIDER MISUSE OF THESE MEDICATIONS WITHOUT A PRESCRIPTION TO BE HARMFUL, UNETHICAL AND A "BIG DEAL".

63% OF STUDENTS SAY PREVENTING MISUSE: OF ADHD PRESCRIPTION STIMULANTS IS NOT A PRIORITY AT THEIR SCHOOL AMONG THE ADMINISTRATION AND PROFESSORS.

THREE IN FIVE COLLEGE STUDENTS (59%) VIEW MISUSE FOR SCHOOLWORK AS A FORM OF CHEATING AND A SIMILAR PROPORTION (65%) LIKEN ACADEMIC MISUSE OF ADHD PRESCRIPTION STIMULANTS TO ATHLETES WHO USE PERFORMANCE-ENHANCING DRUGS.

OF STUDENTS BELIEVE MISUSERS GET ADHD STIMULANTS FROM A FRIEND.

87% OF STUDENTS BELIEVE MISUSERS GET ADHD STIMULANTS FROM A FRIEND.

AT LEAST SOME OF THEIR PEERS HAVE MISUSED ADHD PRESCRIPTION STIMULANTS NOT PRESCRIBED TO THEM.

63% OF STUDENTS SAY PREVENTING MISUSE: OF ADHD PRESCRIPTION STIMULANTS IS NOT A PRIORITY AT THEIR SCHOOL AMONG THE ADMINISTRATION AND PROFESSORS.

75% OF STUDENTS SAY PREVENTING MISUSE OF ADHD PRESCRIPTION STIMULANTS IS A PRIORITY AT THEIR SCHOOL AMONG THE ADMINISTRATION AND PROFESSORS.

67% OF COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE SOME FAMILIARITY WITH ADHD PRESCRIPTION STIMULANTS AND MOST CONSIDER IF SOMEONE WHO DOESN'T HAVE ADHD USES PRESCRIPTION STIMULANTS A PRESCRIPTION TO BE HARMFUL, UNETHICAL AND A "BIG DEAL".
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